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First Part – ON KANTOR

SLIDE SHOW RUNNING THROUGHOUT

Act One
Kantor came to Cardiff in September 1976 and he was never to return.

For the small number of people who saw the two presentations of The Dead Class (probably no more than 120) a return of another sort was difficult – a return to ‘normality’ in theatre, a return to the everyday: a return to the neat conception of what a theatre director does and how s/he does it; a return to the order and stability of memories and the distance of the past; a return to a sweet nostalgia of childhood. 

And instead a turn to how an ensemble materialises their work and embodies an aesthetic; a turn to the power of objects and the poetics of their patina; a turn to animation and the haunting presence of mannequins, a turn to exhausted and decrepit bodies struggling to people the stage; a turn to a theatre of death.

 A return to life, although no longer the same.

A ‘terrible beauty’ was witnessed on those two nights and the memory of it - and the seemingly demonic, possessed and enraged presence of Kantor, as conductor, was burnt on the backs of our minds and the folds of memory. As I write now forty years later, I cannot name a single production that has had such a profound effect upon me.​[1]​ 

The fact that Kantor came to Cardiff with this awe-inspiring production can be credited to one person – Geoffrey Axworthy - the Director of the then recently established Sherman Theatre which was then part of the University of Cardiff. Following the success of two previous presentations of Kantor/Cricot 2 at the Edinburgh Festival (The Water Hen in 1972 and Lovelies and Dowdies in1973), hosted and curated by the pioneering Richard Demarco, The Dead Class was presented (again) by Demarco during the last week of the 1976 Edinburgh Festival and destined for  before an eight-night run at the Riverside Studios in London. Geoffrey Axworthy seized the opportunity to bring Kantor and the Cricot ensemble to Cardiff having had a baptism of fire in the Lovelies and Dowdies in Shiraz (Iran) two years previously. He knew this was important work, he knew the audience would be small but he also knew that there was emerging in Cardiff a distinctive group of experimental theatre/dance companies who were open to and actively engaged with international work, he hoped Kantor might inspire and influence, he hoped a local audience would be thrilled and challenged and what is more he admired Kantor and wanted to host him and his company. 

In the Sherman Theatre ‘brochure’ (a bi monthly broadsheet) for September/October 1976 the visit of Cricot Theatre is announced thus:

We are delighted to welcome one of the world’s most exciting experimental theatre companies – from Poland and via this year’s Edinburgh Festival. The strong visual quality of these artist-performers enables them to communicate in a unique manner with non-Polish-speaking audience. (While the group performs at the ICA this summer, paintings by Kantor, their director, will be on exhibition at the Whitechapel Gallery) [Fig.1].
This short understated text was penned by Geoffrey Axworthy, as were most of the short descriptions of the film and theatre programme. The broadsheet is exceedingly plain: a single A4 sheet folded twice printed in blue and orange containing no images (except for a film still on the front cover), with texts in 8 point typeface (the above, one of the longest descriptions) together with a calendar for the two months. 
However, in these brief lines the ‘difficulty’ of marketing such an event in the mid-seventies, and the extra-ordinary opportunity this visit presented for Cardiff, are conveyed. Geoffrey Axworthy clearly signals that this production was coming from the Edinburgh Festival and moving on to London, he clarifies and assures that the piece will communicate to a non-Polish speaking audience and consists of strong visual material. Also, he allows one superlative claim in his opening line – “one of the world’s most exciting experimental companies”- although the inclusion of ‘experimental’ was a calculated risk. 
Coming from Edinburgh, en route to London carried kudos in a capital city (Cardiff- Wales) still struggling to assert itself in the mid 70’s the need to assure an audience that a production would be comprehensible even without an understanding of Polish is very much a sign of the times; decades later Welsh audiences are accustomed to enjoy a rich diet of international theatre through the enterprise and endeavour of Chapter Arts Centre and the Centre for Performance Research and the numerous tours and festivals they have curated and produced. But back in 1976 presentation of theatre work in languages other than English or Welsh was rare in Wales and indeed in the rest of the UK; other than the weeks of the Edinburgh Festival, Britain remained relatively isolated from international and European productions – even in London at this point, Peter Daubeny’s World Theatre Season was no longer happening, the London International Festival of Theatre (LIFT) was still two years away from being born and the Bite season at the Barbican (London) not even yet a twinkle in the Barbican’s eye.
There is another curious detail about this publicity copy; nowhere is the title of the production mentioned – The Dead Class – only the name of the company (in English) is mentioned on the calendar, and the above text is simply headlined “Cricot Theatre”. The title of the piece was known by Geoffrey Axworthy and long established and Polish posters existed but I cannot recall knowing what the production was titled in advance of seeing it and I can’t recall any display of posters or images in the Sherman Theatre itself. Was Geoffrey Axworthy cautious or anxious about staging work called The Dead Class? In addition to the other concerns mentioned above was Kantor’s obsession with a Theatre of Death and a production entitled The Dead Class likely to deter the good citizens of Cardiff? Is to include death, the dead, funeral or any such morbid evocation in the title of a production a known ‘killer’ for audience attendance; Arthur Miller and his Salesman, an exception perhaps? We will never know why Geoffrey Axworthy chose to suppress the title from any publicity but not knowing the piece was entitled The Dead Class had an uncanny effect on my first experience of witnessing it.
However, before proceeding with a description of the production presented in the Arena stage at the Sherman Theatre, Cardiff on Wednesday 8 September and Thursday 9 September 1976, I should like to dwell further on Geoffrey Axworthy’s short text. I recall at the time being struck by the mention of the director, Kantor, having an exhibition of paintings at the Whitechapel Gallery; I was intrigued by this, still poised to go to University to study Drama/Theatre (and having deferred a place for three years) and yet now already wondering if Art School was beckoning and possibly a more appropriate place to study – the idea of an artist, painter, sculptor (I was yet to learn of Kantor’s installations, happenings and assemblages) combined with being a theatre maker, a theatre director was fascinating, both a revelation and a challenge. At that time (I was just twenty years old) I was only really aware of Robert Wilson and Meredith Monk as contemporary practitioners who crossed boundaries and borders. 
There seemed to be either historical European precedents (such as Sergei Eisenstein, Jean Cocteau and Antonin Artaud) or contemporary North American artists; but in ‘reality’ and in the relative isolation of mid 70’s Wales I was surrounded by hard-line physical theatre fundamentalists and all our talk and references seemed to be towards a poor and pure theatre of ritual and ‘truth’, the ‘sur-expressive’ and the universal, action and gestures, signals through flames… the influence of Grotowski, Brook and Barba figured large; even if I had the paint brushes I would have had to hide them! From that last parenthesised sentence in Geoffrey Axworthy’s copy, Kantor appeared as some dark angel – the theatre director who also paints; the artist operating in both gallery and theatre. So, it was possible. Little was I to know how that provocation was to inspire and influence; little was I to know what a composite and multi-talented artist Kantor was, a poly-math, generating art works in numerous media, in space and time as event and action. But (a few weeks later) I did go on an expedition (a pilgrimage?) to East London and ventured out to the Whitechapel Gallery and the revelation began.
Finally, with regard to the publicity copy, although I did not register it at the time I now see the hyphenation of artist and performer as in “[t]he strong visual quality of these artist-performers enables them to communicate in a unique manner” as a prescient remark/definition of Geoffrey Axworthy, accurately evoking the hybrid nature of these figures in action, neither actors nor puppets, not only visual artists but also painters in time and rhythm, living sculptures/sculptors, installation makers, dancers and personas in still life (dead nature). Again, I repeat, this is 1976, Performance Art, Performance, Live Art and all the numerous categories and definitions for describing, analysing and funding hybrid art-forms that linger on the borders between theatre, fine art, sculpture, music and dance and emanate through their events and eventfulness have yet to be captured and defined; they were indeed still emerging and are still evolving. Axworthy’s use of the hyphen is especially apposite with regard to Kantor’s ‘actors’ (the term ‘performer’ was itself just emerging) operating within this hyphenated state of artist-performer, betwixt and between, harnessed to neither one nor the other, the actions and images were embodied and came into being differently.
Thankfully I did not only have the Sherman publicity copy to entice me to see the production – I received ‘word of mouth’; enthusiastic recommendation and curious descriptions of previous Cricot productions from the Sherman Theatre’s director. Geoffrey Axworthy had been a great supporter of Mike Pearson and the Cardiff Laboratory Theatre (with whom I was collaborating) since its inception three years earlier in 1973 and the Sherman Theatre was where the early productions of Cardiff Laboratory Theatre were rehearsed and presented.
Axworthy had seen some of my early performance and installation work within the ‘umbrella’ of Cardiff Laboratory Theatre and followed them with interest and concern; I very much valued his comments and criticism and particularly admired how he could place the experimental and often uncompromising work, that Mike Pearson and me and a host of others were naively exploring, within a greater context of theatre forms and world theatre traditions. He had travelled extensively and worked in Baghdad and Ibadan (Nigeria) before taking up the position within Cardiff University to establish the Sherman Theatre and to launch a taught MA course in Theatre Studies. He would often talk about productions seen through his travels and his regular attendance at the Edinburgh Festival; I recall a particularly animated account of a production of Macbeth (in a clearing in the jungle near a remote village in Nigeria) when the entire audience fled into the (real) jungle as Burnham Woods approached. But it was his accounts of Kantor’s work that intrigued me most. Axworthy had attended the 1974 Shiraz Festival in Iran (this annual arts festival (1967-77), discontinued after the revolution, was where the Shah of Iran hosted one of the most celebrated festivals of avant-garde and traditional arts – commissioning Peter Brook’s Orghast and Stockhausen’s Hymnem at Persepolis and Robert Wilson’s Ka Mountain amongst many other outstanding productions). Axworthy described how he had seen Kantor’s production of Witkiewicz’s Lovelies and Dowdies (I thought I knew Witkiewicz through Grotowski but nothing prepared me for this account). In my own memory now, perhaps recreating a quintessential Kantorian moment, the descriptions come in waves and seemingly across several encounters, mixing in shards, broken scraps and excerpts from the Water Hen (also Witkiewicz) that Axworthy had seen in 1972 in Edinburgh, but most of all I remember his account of being selected from the audience, on being taken away, and being dressed up as a Mandelbaum or was it a Libertine (or was that another group) and then he and a gang (of other audience members) having to demand to participate in an orgy. At another moment, I see a line of Mandelbaums sat quietly and the other section of the audience having to pass slowly as if on inspection. This description of casting the audience into roles, splitting them in groups, repositioning them (in both scenographic and choreographic sense) and allowing one section to encounter another was to have a profound influence on me – and all this through an elderly, experienced man of theatre (Axworthy was in his sixties in 1976) reminiscing to a novice. 
Axworthy’s excitement in hosting Kantor and the Cricot ensemble in his theatre was palpable; this was only the third year of Sherman Theatre programming and although neither the Cardiff public nor the profession knew of the significance of this visit (nor the reputation and previous work of Kantor), Geoffrey knew it was a coup and felt that Kantor (although already famous in France and Italy) was about to become a world renowned artist and that the production of The Dead Class was destined to become a seminal 20th century work. The reception in Edinburgh had been remarkable and a world tour was clearly shaping up.  Within weeks the run at the Riverside Studios, London (not the ICA as announced in the Sherman brochure) and the impact made (on public, press and profession) would confirm Kantor and Cricot 2 as a major force within world theatre, to be sustained for the next fifteen years and then beyond. Although acclaimed in Edinburgh the month before and much cherished and hosted by Richard Demarco for several years previously, these two Cardiff dates, and the days surrounding, represented something of a respite for Kantor and the members of Cricot 2.  They weren’t to know it but after London, their touring and ever demanding schedule of rehearsal and assembly, would increase exponentially. Cardiff was something of a rest for Kantor and the ensemble, a pause and (with hindsight) a moment of shift and change; the Cardiff dates a pivot, a hinge   and by all accounts they enjoyed it! Geoffrey  Axworthy had hired an entire Victorian house near to the theatre and his wife Caroline Axworthy recounts tales of endless cooking (borscht and pierogi), the ensemble running around the house savouring the expanse and the freedom, playing games and enjoying being together; whilst their theatre might be replete of death and darkness, this lodging house was full of life and light, one gets a sense of a company relaxing (Kantor was to reminisce favourably about these days and invited Geoffrey and Caroline to Paris the following year). I can almost see these two mature men (who bore a certain resemblance) playing in the living room, swopping stories of theatre, travel and travail, gossiping in French, enjoying a glass or two and letting their hair down.




Kantor’s production of The Dead Class was not my first experience of Polish theatre, there had been two previous encounters; equally disorientating and revelatory. 

The first had been at the National Student Drama Festival (NSDF) held in Cardiff in 1974 and the second at the NSDF in London the following year. At the Cardiff edition of the National Student Drama Festival, hosted by the Sherman Theatre as a part of its inaugural programme, three productions impressed me greatly, scarred and marked me, and altered my conception of what theatre could be - how narratives could be constructed and how emotions could be communicated physically, viscerally and directly. As an impressionable 18-year-old, suddenly Peter Brooks evocation of Holy and Ritual theatres, as described in his book The Empty Space (which I happened to have tucked into my satchel; not yet a student but earnestly studious), made sense in heart and mind, became real and alive, ‘felt’ experiences, shocking and troubling to ‘old’, received, and tired notions of how theatre operated. The three productions were Time of the Season by the experimental youth theatre group of Llanover Hall (Cardiff) directed by Mike Pearson, a production of the Ritual Theatre directed by Barry Edwards and a student group from Cracow called Pleonazmus with the curiously titled production One Fire Brigade Wouldn’t Be Enough. Many years later I was to discover that founding members of the Warsaw based Akademia Ruchu (a company I was to collaborate with and produce many times in the 80’s and 90’s) had been part of this short-lived student theatre company Pleonazmus. And the brutal tableaux, concrete sounds and agonised silent screams of early Akademia Ruchu work were replete in this stark production of Pleonazmus, impressive for both its athleticism and control. In retrospect I can see that all three of these extraordinary productions were influenced by the work of Jerzy Grotowski but at that point he was just a name lost in the empty space between Peter Brook’s book and my experience of theatre.






The moment I walked in to the Arena Studio of the Sherman Theatre at 7:55pm on Wednesday 8September 1974 to see The Dead Class I was transfixed by the ‘elderly’ man pacing up and down on the forestage of this cramped space. He seemed to inspect each of us with piercing, shifting, darting eyes; clasping his hands, ringing them obsessively. Was he about to speak; was he nervously summoning up an announcement, had something disastrous occurred and an apology was now required? 

As a teenager growing up in Cardiff I had regularly visited Bristol Zoo, I recalled the great white polar bear captured in its concrete cell, pacing up and down seemingly deranged both disdainful and frighten of the onlookers; I felt now I was seeing the negative image, a frailer frame all in black except for crisp white shirt (no tie), more fox than bear but similarly captured, ready to pounce and prey. It was unnerving, who was he and why was he there? 

Having never seen a Kantor production before the physical reality of his presence on stage - the director, the auteur, the conductor, the puppet master, the MC – was mesmerising and deeply troubling; forty years on this may not seem novel or innovative but back then and with no foreknowledge of Kantor’s aesthetic, stlye or signature this was a startling beginning and something, that for me, has never ended.

In the crypt of Hereford Cathedral I had once heard a priest give a lecture on the demonic in literature; I was only fifteen at the time and was frantically reading Beat Generation poets, although he spoke of Milton, Webster, and Marlowe I felt accused and implicated. My recollection is of a crazed wiry man, dressed all in black, give one long howl that seemed to screech evil and bile, it was a sustained chord that terrified me for many years and became confused later with Francis Bacon’s painting after Velázquez's Pope. 

The opening sequence of The Dead Class was however more terrifying, more sustained, unremitting and relentless. My memory is of Kantor calling this event up, I could see he was actually signalling light cues, indicating sound levels and beckoning forth actors, cajoling and remonstrating but more than this the entire proceedings seemed to be called from some lower depth, from a lacunae, from some gaping hole at the back of the theatre, at the back of the mind, from some tear in the memory. My darkly-dressed priest had reappeared and prized opened the caskets in the crypt, all my own memories of childhood bullies, cruel games and humiliation came welling back; Kantor unleashed something that would not easily be put back, how could this wound be healed, how would this wound be healed.   

After the presence of Kantor in the opening moments before the performance began and his agonising and maniacal summoning up of the events, the next fundamental shock for me (now about 8:02 pm) was the sight of the performers, not just their decrepit, ashen and exhausted state of being, and the extraordinary sense of these hollow spectres being empty vessels through which memories were to cascade and excite, ebb and flow - but the actual age of the actors. In my naïveté and youthful arrogance, I had thought experimental theatre was the domain of the young, of the next generation, not something that older people did or would wish to be associated with doing. I could see that there was an element of make-up operating here, and in the intimacy of the Arena Studio the theatrical devices and conceits were beautifully apparent but all the same some of these actors were mature possibly even ‘elderly’. A short life experience of student drama festivals, and nubile experimentalists was rapidly coming to an end. This was like a Punk Rocker (exactly of this era – mid 70’s) seeing that an old Blues guitarist could actually be more subversive, innovative and outrageous.

As I was still reeling from this second shock, Kantor’s next masterly theatrical device was to empty the stage; these spectres were vanquished - soon after having appeared, dismissed without ceremony and yet his diabolic presence remained, taught and poised ready to recall. And then they returned from the dark recess of the studio, from the off-stage of the mind, from the wings of memory to a familiar waltz conducted by Kantor in staccato gestures but this time with their former selves, in miniature form, clinging to their backs; ghastly puppet upon puppet; the ghostly apparition bearing the weight of a childhood effigy of themselves.

The time now would have been precisely 8.05pm. In five minutes an entire gallery of chiaroscuro paintings had come alive through a dance of death; if the production had ended at this point it would almost have been enough, unbearable and unforgiving; disturbing in a fundamental, existential way. And yet wholly satisfying. In five minutes all my previous months of reading Kleist, Craig and Artaud, all my attempts to understand, to comprehend and imagine in tangible ways what these visionaries had foreseen was illuminated; made real, made manifest before my very eyes – lo and behold...

The fact that I can still trace in my memory, forty years later from the experience of the event, an almost minute by minute account of this seventy minute production is testament to the impact it made on me. It also seems to beg questions of the process of witnessing in theatre, proposing other levels of empathy and engagement; implying participation and culpability. I was implicated, I became entangled, and it was engrained.  

Most listeners will no doubt be familiar with The Dead Class and there is no need to continue with a description of the events that unfolded and enraptured me. Of course, I did not only see it on the first night in the Sherman Theatre but went again the second night and then followed the company to London. I was to see it twelve more times; in Nancy, in Brussels, in Graz, in London (again) and finally in Cracow. Was it possible to become a “groupie” of the Theatre of Death, a fan with a morbid fascination? Was it a delusion that I felt a glimmer of recognition from Kantor as he surveyed and inspected the entrance of the audience in Cracow; now in his home town this visitor from Wales, still stalking the production seven years later? 

How might one predict the consequences of presenting a single theatre production on the members of its public? Impossible of course, and a redundant exercise in any case but I am not alone in being able to trace a single formative theatre experience that became a guiding force on the rest of my life; functioning as both compass and grail, offering both orientation and wayward pursuit. I am glad I can also name the people who were responsible; Tadeusz Kantor and the members of Cricot, and the Director of the Sherman Theatre, Geoffrey Axworthy; and thus acknowledge a heartfelt gratitude.  


Second Part – ON OBJECTS

In the call for Performance Research issue On Objects we noted that we were interested in many things, from Surrealism to the puppet theatre and the bio-objects of Tadeusz Kantor to the boxes of Joseph Cornell. And this was no doubt true. We were ‘interested’ in these things, and in many more besides. But there seemed to be a question hovering behind our interest in these artefacts: what is an object? In assembling the articles for this issue, the focus seemed to become less ‘what’ than ‘where’ is an object? And more specifically ‘where are they?’ in relation to both other objects and those other things we call ourselves: selves, and how are those things and selves staged, performed and made manifest.  

There is a certain sense in which all stages are just simply empty spaces, however filled they may be by various performing objects, from the human to the inanimate and haunted by their past. For theatre can always be accused of misrepresenting the articles before it; they are simply not themselves. In his essay, ‘The Thing’, Martin Heidegger, in a broader context than the theatre, states that:
 
In truth, however, the thing as thing remains proscribed, nil, and in that sense annihilated. This has happened and continues to happen so essentially that not only are things no longer admitted as things, but they have never yet at all been able to appear to thinking as things. 
(1975: 170–1) 

The theatre could be charged with reducing the object to nil, annihilating it by transforming its ‘Thingness’ into just another means by which the spectacle may be advanced. However, if we look carefully at the nature of the stage object, or prop, it may be that through such a ‘thing’ thinking may safeguard a certain condition of being. 

The work of Peter Schwenger may be illuminating. In his book The Tears of Things: Melancholy and Physical Objects, a chapter deals with ‘Painting and the Gaze of the Object’. There he elaborates a concept of the object, predicated on the dissolving capacity of the gaze, which endows the object with a quasi-autonomy: 

Schwenger posits the Thing as a sort of prior category to that of the object. The object is what something is reduced to under the oppressive gaze  (and here one must consider this oppression as a decision within the subject). Schwenger sets up a continuous process of exchange between subject and object that questions both ‘positions’ and their proper selves. Schwenger earlier cites Lacan’s notion of the gaze as that which ‘always escapes from the grasp of that form of vision that is satisfied with imagining itself as consciousness’. This is what Schwenger calls the ‘gaze of the object’ a ‘something outside of consciousness, and outside of the subject’ (46). 

So in Schwenger’s work the consciousness of the object is something that arises from outside of the subject: it is a relation. This is a possible reading in Heidegger’s essay too when we read: ‘The first step towards such vigilance [for things to appear as things] is the step back from the thinking that merely represents – that is, explains – to the thinking that responds and recalls’ (1975: 181). For the thinking that merely represents would be constituted by the subject’s consciousness. The step back from thinking might well describe the position of the audience in relation to any theatrical event. 

Yet there is still a suspicion that the wonderful possibility theatre provides as a ‘event’, ‘illumination’ or ‘reflection’ might still collapse back into a mode of appropriation of the object rather than the bringing to the fore of a question of subject-and-object opposition. 





The Coffee Grinder 

Of my own work and my early attempts to determine an aesthetic distinct within, yet drawing upon, the Cardiff Lab style – the company I joined in 1975 – the coffee grinder is symbolic. I was drawn to objects that seemed to emerge into daylight from dusty attics, mouldy sheds, damp garages and, most of all, the junk shops of Cardiff. I liked the patina, the sense of use and purpose, the scars and markings of an object well used, of functionality and distress; objects abandoned, discarded, rejected and forlorn. Struggling to assimilate Grotowski, Artaud and Brook, the writings and work of Duchamp, Bretton and Magritte perhaps held greater force. I liked to find objects, I liked found objects, I liked to find the action that went with the object and defined the found; I was inspired to liberate them from their moribund existence. 

The Coffee Grinder was part of a group, a gaggle, an ensemble that included the old tricycle, the washboard, the bird cage, the antique child’s pram, the box cameras, the magic lantern projectors, the broken umbrella, the cobbler’s shoe stretchers – they were legion, they were loyal, they were ever so compliant, always ready to work, uncomplaining, delighted with this second life, this second order; this second being within a third theatre without a fourth wall, a sort of fifth column of radical objects with a sixth sense, in a seventh heaven, reborn on the eighth day.





A chair, it’s just a chair.

Not a canoe, not an altar, not a babe wrapped in swaddling clothes, not some spike encrusted carapace to ingeniously entangle a lithesome body. A chair with four feet on the ground, please just sit on it or stand by it or put yourself in some relation to it but it is only and everything a chair.

For those who know my workshops and training methods I always begin with a chair; its simplicity and elegance, its quotidian functionality, inviting the performer to resist a manipulation of it, to avoid dominance over the object, not to subject it to her transformative ability or his extra-ordinary virtuosity – rather to seek a correspondence, a dialogue determined in space and time; an action created through regard for the object. Respect is a headline, respect for the objects attributes and for its inherent thingness, its spatial occupation. For actors trained in a certain way to impose and illustrate their creative flair an object is often just a prop or an item to be subjected to endless transformation through theatrical device and improvisation. Training in non-acting is required to allow the performer to meet the object at a dynamic point of exchange. I do not suggest a thespian urge within objects, or a secret life of objects, or even an objects desire to entertain you, I merely posit that often better action and event emerge through avoiding dominance and virtuosic manipulation of the object and a theatrical transmutation of its everyday existence.

The Bowler Hat & Umbrella

And in evoking Magritte and the great surrealist regard for objects and their power to disturb, disrupt and destabilise every day life let us not forget the ubiquitous bowler hat and umbrella. In our early work in Cardiff Lab whilst most of our contemporaries in mainland Europe pursued an exotic, exuberant and colourful presence constructing hybrid figures born of magic realism and northern European fantasies of the South we chose sombre personae, more at home in a British funeral parlour than a South American Fiesta, full of reserve and understatement, furtive and in denial a collection of eccentric miserabilists; a sort Commedia d’ella Morte, sporting frock coats, bowlers and umbrellas, full of the shades of black, gray and black. 





A sheep’s skull, it could have been a horse’s, or any number of birds, dogs, cats, rats or foxes. Bones and the remains of animals have rattled through thirty year’s work.
The animal remains remain, the shows disappear, and it has always been performances’ fragility, their instability and their ephemerality that has attracted us, drawn us and seduced us. What remains? An archive of decay and detritus, forever struggling to evoke the event and its eventfulness, the momentary occurrence in time and place, fleeting, like lives, disappearing in its very moment of appearance.





Hearing how members of Eugenio Barba’s Odin Teatret had each been funded to travel to somewhere in the world and learn the techniques of another theatre culture, back in the late seventies we decided that we could each have five pounds to spend on an object for use in devising. The streets of Canton, Cardiff were to be our world – go forth and discover – and this is what Mike Pearson came back with. I am sure he did a strange sort of dance with it, I am sure it involved contortions and risk, I am sure I was supposed to participate, I am sure I felt it could lead to a bloody end. It was never used.

And I include this for all the objects that never appeared in a show but that desperately wanted to:
The discarded crusty lobster pots and the unmanageable butterfly nets
The one hundred identical suitcases
The reject rubber ducks; deformed from web-foot up 
The croquet set, the un-painted Javanese masks, the mouldy compost bins, the two thousand spectacle frames, the replica lobsters and the inflatable elephant.    

And by extension, all the shows that were discussed but never made: the one about the Ranters and the English Civil war; the one on Welsh convict women; the one for the gaol at Beaumaris (which connected with the one on Welsh convict women); the one entitled Morris and his Men, about neo-fascist vigilantes disguised as Morris dancers; the one about optometry, opticians, sight and vision; the one on time, the one on memory and the one on love.
And finally, of course, the one performance created with no object.

Thank You.    ENDS
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